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CHATEAU LA ROQUE WINE ESTATE  wine

Tél : +33 (0)4 67 55 34 47
2, chemin de Saint Mathieu de Tréviers - 34270 FONTANES
Email : sylviane.mercandelli@sas-citelia.fr
Site internet : http://www.chateau-laroque.fr/
  
Located in Fontanès, around 20 kilometres north of Montpellier, Château La Roque wine estate is one of the gems of
the famous Pic Saint Loup appellation. On a soil of clay and limestone scree, the terraced vineyard forms an
amphitheatre composed of different plots carved out of the scrubland. Here, nature is everywhere. The place is
amazingly unspoiled, offering a unique interaction between rocks, plants, vines and woods. The remains of a feudal
castle proudly testify to a rich history linked to an exceptional site at the crossroads of numerous roads travelled by man
since the dawn of time. Château La Roque produces white, rosé and red wines from vines which have been
cultivated biodynamically for many years. Sylviane and Bertrand, owners of this magical place since 2015, are striving to
write with their team a new page in the vineyard's history.
 

 

 

 

 

 
Annual closing :
Closed on Sundays from 1 November to 30 April

Location : In the country, Cévennes - Pic Saint-Loup

Languages spoken : English - Russian

 
Prices
Groupes : min. 15 pers.
max. 90 pers.

Prices  : 
- Guided visit  : adults from 10 €

 
Facilities / services
Facilities : 
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- Car park
- Coach parking 

Services : 
- Room hire

- Tailor-made activities on request: carriage ride, introduction to ploughing...

- Organization of events: after work, concerts, exhibitions, choreographic works, thematic meals, days around harvest
process...

 
Activities / products
average length of time : 1 hour

Activities : 
- Visit of the domain followed by a wine tasting: from 10€ / person

- Ampelographic walk: from 20€ / person

- Tasting from the barrel: from 30€ / person

- Introductory course to wine tasting: from 20€ / person

Products : 
- Château La Roque: red (AOP Pic Saint Loup)

- Château La Roque: white (AOP Pic Saint Loup)

- Château La Roque: rosé (AOP Pic Saint Loup)

- Château La Roque: La Cupa (red) (AOP Pic Saint Loup)

- Château La Roque: En garde (red)

- Gari Babaou, sparkling white

- Cantafaroune: red (AOP Pic Saint Loup)

- Cantafaroune: white (AOP Languedoc)


